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“[N]ew infrastructures do not so much 
supercede old ones as ride on top of  
them, forming physical and 
organizational palimpsests – telephone 
lines follow railway lines, and over time 
these pathways have not been diffused, 
but rather etched more deeply into the 
urban landscape”  
 
(Kazys Varnelis, “The Centripetal City: Telecommunications, the 
Internet, and the Shaping of  the Modern Urban Environment” 
Cabinet 17 (Spring 2004/5): 27-8) 



eBoy, FooBar 



“A city...is not a flattenable 
graph. In a city, networks 
overlap upon other networks” 
(Friedrich Kittler, “The City is a Medium,” New 

Literary History 27:4 (1996): 719) 

Brian McGrath/Skyscraper Museum, Manhattan Timeformations, 2000 





Schedule 
Tour of  Downtown Internet Infrastructure 

w/ Andrew Blum 

Putting the Urban Into 
Media Archaeology 

Digital Humanities & 
Assessment Strategies 

Research Strategies 

Mapping Along X, Y, and Z Axes 

Student-Designed Modules 

Pecha Kucha 

Concept Mapping & Group Formation 

Spatio-temporal Argumentation 

Insight into Tech Development /  
Data Management 

 

 

Assignments 
Project Proposals + Research Plans 

Map Critique & Application 

Process Blogs 

Individual Research Dossiers 

Final Map 

Individual & Group Assessments 

















Research/ 
information 
organization 

 

Writing/ 
essayistic 

 

Visualization/ 
mapping 









“A map of  New York City, divided by zip code and labeled with yearly 
circulation figures, is a historical reference point for other socially 
important goings-on:  what else was happening in the East Village in the 
1977 that caused New York Times circulation to nosedive in a 
concentrated area?  Was a loss of  interest in the newspaper a social 
cause, or a social effect?  The beauty of  using a multimodal platform for 
this research is the open, infinite number of  historical connections that 
may either overlap lightly or connect directly with other vistas of  
cultural history.”  

 

“I think that some comprehensive overview of  infrastructure and usage 
over time is important in itself, in that it helps us to understand how this 
city has grown and modernized over time, but where it really gains value 
is in its ability to be applied to other observations and other sets of  data 
that lie outside of  my direct area of  concern. In short, it is in the URT 
setting that such a mapping project's fruits can really be appreciated.” 
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Excavating: Digging Into Urban Media History Through the Archive 
 

“Every time an incision is made in the pavement, the noisy surgeons expose ganglia that are tangled beyond belief.”  
– E.B. White, “This Is New York” 

 

 
National Archives and Records Administration, Records of the Post Office Department, Box No. 1, Folder: 
“Photographs (Not Used in Report”). 
 
Abstract 
 
This fall semester I’ll be teaching a new graduate seminar-studio at The New School. The course, 
“Urban Media Archaeology,” will function in part as a pilot test for both a new interactive research 
platform and new research partnerships with a variety of local archives and special collections. My 
presentation at “Reimagining the Archive” would demonstrate our “Urban Research Tool” as a 
work-in-progress and address the collaborative archival research process that is generating the 
platform’s content, which in turn drives modifications of the tool’s form and functionality.  



Mattern 2 

 
“Urban Media Archaeology” will address the material layering of historical media infrastructures in 
New York: telegraph and telephone wires, radio broadcast zones, postal routes, foreign-language 
newspapers, WiFi hotspots, etc. (see www.wordsinspace.net/wordpress/?p=836). Students will 
conduct secondary and primary research on their chosen topics, then build a “multimodal” 
argument using, for instance, videotaped interviews with urban planners and telephone workers, 
scanned archival documents, GIS data, or custom animations. All the while, students will consider 
how they might construct a collective class-wide argument – how they might use the cross-referencing 
and layering capabilities of the interactive platform to explore the synergies between their research 
and their classmates’. 
 
I have consulted with local archives and special collections to identify primary resources that could 
be of use to my students; many of these institutions have agreed to grant us special permission to 
reproduce material from their collections on our map. Of particular interest to some of our library 
and archive partners, who recognize ours as a “Digital Humanities” (DH) project, is that, unlike 
many of the DH initiatives on which they’ve partnered in the past, ours does not involve mass 
digitization of collections without forecasting and tracking the use of materials in those collections. 
Our research will involve the judicious digitization of select materials, as well as their thorough 
citation, so that partner institutions can trace their materials’ use on the site. And rather than simply 
posting these archival materials in an online gallery – in what one archivist called a “hey, look what I 
found in the archives!” display – we will emphasize the careful integration of these archival materials 
into the development of a “multimodal” argument.  
 
Among the many relevant local collections are the “New York Mail and Newspaper Transportation 
Company” Records at the New York Public Library; photograph and ephemera collections in the 
New-York Historical Society; and various collections regarding East Village history the Fales Library 
at New York University (see www.wordsinspace.net/wordpress/?p=858 for more). Students will 
also be encouraged to conduct their own primary research: to interview experts, to photo- and 
video-document their research sites, to conduct oral histories, to create field recordings. The site will 
thus not only draw on the material in existing archives, but constitute its own de facto archive of 
primary resources on New York’s media history.   
 
My presentation will examine how our research platform draws on these archives’ collections, makes 
use of the material in those collections, and inspires the creation of new primary research material.  
 
 



http://www.wordsinspace.net/urban-media-archaeology/2010-fall/




